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Abstract. A series of proposed bands in 18O with potential nuclear molecular structures, such as 14C
⊗
α or 12C
⊗
2n
⊗
α, are being investigated. This was done through the use of the Q3D magnetic spectrograph at the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratory in
Munich in conjunction with an array of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs). These detectors allowed for high resolution
reconstruction of detected particles, enabling measurement of the branching ratios of the states that make up these bands. Here, a
method is discussed for extracting the branching ratios of both material particles as well as γ-particles using the DSSD array to
detect only charged decay fragments.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear clustering is a well-established phenomenon observed in several nuclei, but the most common of these are
light, even N = Z nuclei [1] [2]. Clustering, however, is proposed to occur in many nuclei that are not purely alpha-
conjugate. The addition of a pair of neutrons to the system can decrease the required threshold for an alpha particle to
form in the nucleus, as in the case with 16O (7.16 MeV threshold for a 12C
⊗
α structure) going to 18O (6.23 MeV
threshold for a 14C
⊗
α structure).
An excellent contender for the observation of cluster structure is 18O, particularly a core + alpha description due
to the properties of both the α and 14C nucleus. Like 16O (a cluster core observed most clearly in the core + alpha
description of 20Ne [3][4]), 14C has a closed p-shell and its first excited state lies at around 6 MeV, lending more
credence to the notion of a 14C
⊗
α configuration in 18O.
An experiment performed at the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratory (MLL) of the Technical University and Ludwig-
Maximillan University in Munich by W. von Oertzen et al. found 30 previously unobserved states in 18O [5]. Using
these and previously measured states, rotational bands with different nucleon configurations were proposed. The
states that make up these proposed rotational bands are shown in TABLE 1. As these proposed bands, each with an
associated positive and negative parity due to signature splitting, have a cluster structure, with the Kpi = 0+/−2 proposed
to have a 14C
⊗
α structure and the kpi = 0+/−4 proposed to have a
14C
⊗
α structure, the associated partial α decay
widths of the composite states can be used to confirm or refute the existence of each band as levels built upon the
same configuration should have similar decay properties.
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TABLE 1: The preliminary measured excitation energies and FWHMs of states in the proposed rotational bands
compared to the literature values for the excitation energies and widths from Ref. [5]. Spins and parities that were
assigned based on fitting the rotational properties are shown in brackets, and states with a small cross-section (<2
µb/sr) with an asterisk (*). The resolution of the focal plane varied across its length and was determined for the
ground state (measured FWHM of 86(5) keV) and the 1st excited state (measured FWHM of 76(3) keV), measured
at separate ends of the focal plane detector. Unmeasured states lay outside of the excitation regions investigated.
Kpi = 0+2 K
pi = 0−2
Ex
(MeV)
FWHM
(keV)
Ex,Lit
(MeV)
ΓLit
(keV) J
pi
Lit
Ex
(MeV)
FWHM
(keV)
Ex,Lit
(MeV)
ΓLit
(keV) J
pi
Lit
unmeasured 3.558(4) - 0+ 8.037(1)∗ 93(19) 8.035(5) <10 1−
unmeasured 5.254(5) - 2+ 9.737(4) 118(7) 9.715(5) 15(4) (3−)
7.114(1) 80 (2) 7.115(4) - 4+ 13.617(3) - 13.624(6) 22(7) (5−)
11.716(4) 95 (11) 11.702(6) 27 6+ unmeasured 18.630(10) 100(20) (7−)
unmeasured 18.058(8) 83 8+*
Kpi = 0+4 K
pi = 0−4
Ex
(MeV)
FWHM
(keV)
Ex,Lit
(MeV)
ΓLit
(keV) J
pi
Lit
Ex
(MeV)
FWHM
(keV)
Ex,Lit
(MeV)
ΓLit
(keV) J
pi
Lit
7.798(1)∗ - 7.796(5) <10 0+ 10.595(4) 105(7) 10.59(1) 70(16) (1−)
8.217(1) 66(3) 8.216(4) <10 2+ 10.937(4) 99(6) 10.92(1) 30(9) (3−)
10.297(5) 84(5) 10.293(4) 23(8) 4+ 13.827(3) 80(4) 13.82(2) 27(8) (5−)
12.559(1) 114(7) 12.557(6) 22(8) 6+ unmeasured 16.99(1) 50(12) (7−)
unmeasured 15.810(10) 20(8) (8+) unmeasured 20.28(3) 120(21) (9−)
unmeasured 20.385(15) 155(25) (10+)
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A subsequent experiment was performed, also at MLL Munich, to determine the branching ratios of the high-energy
excited states in 18O and hence extract their partial α decay widths. The reaction chosen to populate states in 18O was
12C(7Li,p)18O∗ (Q0 = +8.401 MeV) as this reaction, used by von Oertzen et al., was known to be well-populated. The
15 MV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator at MLL was used to produce a 44 MeV 7Li beam. The Q3D spectrograph was
set at an angle of −39◦ in the horizontal beam plane, with an angular acceptance of ±3◦ in x (horizontal) and ±2◦ in y
(vertical). The Birmingham array of 50 mm by 50 mm, 500 µm thick double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs) was
used in conjunction with the Q3D spectrograph in order to extract both energy and momentum information, allowing
for high-resolution reconstruction. The experimental set-up and DSSD array are depicted in FIGURE 1.
The Q3D spectrograph was configured to allow for the detection of the resulting protons from the reaction. The
Q3D consists of a scintillator for measuring the energy of an incident particle, two upstream horizontal wires in a gas
volume for measuring the energy loss and a 255 strip cathode foil for measuring the position of incident particles [6].
Using the information from the scintillator and the horizontal wires, particle identification was achieved and hence
proton-only events were selected. The energy of the proton is obtained from the detected position at the focal plane
[7] and enables an excitation spectrum for 18O to be produced. An example of this is shown later in FIGURE 5. It
should be noted that the position of the proton at the focal plane was independent of the angle at which it entered the
Q3D. The corresponding 18O or its decay products would then, in the majority of cases, be detected by the DSSD
array, which had a total angular coverage of 14◦ to 92◦ in-plane, and −36◦ to 40◦ out-of-plane. When an event was
registered in the Q3D, all events in the ADC channels of the DSSDs were read out, allowing for events with Q3D and
DSSD coincidences as well as Q3D-only events.
RESULTS
As the particles incident on the DSSDs were not directly identified, a technique to identify a detected particle-species
based on its energy and momentum was adopted. In the break-up of 18O∗ into particles A and B, using events with a
single hit in the DSSD array (for example, a detection of A), the momentum of the undetected B can be reconstructed:
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 1: Diagrams illustrating the experimental set-up used at MLL. The plan view in the chamber is shown in (a),
while the double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) array is shown in more detail in (b). The in-plane center angle of
detectors 1 and 2 was +28±1◦ and for detectors 3 and 4 was +67±1◦. The out-of-plane center angles of detectors 1-4
were +21±1◦, −15±1◦, +25±1◦ and −18±1◦ respectively.
~pB = ~pbeam − ~pQ3D − ~pA, (1)
where ~pA is the momentum of the particle detected in the DSSD array, ~pbeam is the momentum of the beam particle and
~pQ3D is the momentum of the proton detected at the Q3D focal plane [8]. The momentum in each Cartesian direction
can be calculated using the angles of detection of any detected particles in conjunction with their energies and masses.
Using particle A as an example:
pA =
√
2EAmA, (2)
pAx = pA sin θx cos θy,
pAy = pA sin θy and
pAz = pA cos θx cos θy,
with θx and θy being the angles of detection in-plane and out-of-plane respectively. In order to calculate the total
momentum of the detected particle, the mass (mA) must be assumed.
Using this information, the total momentum of the missing particle can then be substituted into the Q value
expression for the 12C(7Li,p)A+B reaction,
Q = EA + EQ3D +
p2B
2mB
− Ebeam, (3)
where the energy of particle B has been related to its momentum by EB =
p2B
2mB
. Rearranging this to be in the form
y = mx + c gives the following expression,
Ebeam − EA − EQ3D =
p2B
2mB
− Q, (4)
which allows the calculated value of p
2
B
2 to be plotted against the measured value of Ebeam − EA − EQ3D, generating
a locus with a gradient of 1/mB and a y-intercept of −Q if the correct assumption has been made regarding the mass
of the particle in Equation 2. If a detected particle does not have the same mass as the one assumed, the associated
locus will not lie on the line described by this gradient and y-intercept. Such a diagram is known as a Catania plot,
and FIGURE 2 shows a labeled example.
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 2: A comparison of experimental (a) and simulated (b) data plotted on a Catania plot. The simulated data
were produced using Resolution8.1 [9][10], an in-house Monte Carlo simulation package, and contain 2 types of
break-up: 12C(7Li,p)α+14C (Q = +2.173 MeV) and 12C(7Li,p)n+17O (Q = +0.355 MeV). The momenta for all parti-
cles detected in the DSSD were calculated assuming they were 14C, allowing correct events to lie on the locus defined
by the red line with y-intercept = −Q = −2.173 MeV and gradient = 1mα . Incorrect assumption of the particle mass
cause the other visible loci to arise, but these are still distinct from one another and allow for particle identification
when compared with simulation.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 3: A comparison of simulated data (a) and experimental data (b), scaled to show low reconstructed energy
events, which demonstrates the agreement between the simulation of the 7.115 MeV 4+ state in 18O decaying to the
6.404 MeV 3− state and the 7.969 MeV state 3+/4− photon decaying to the 6.880 MeV 0− state (both highlighted in
black ellipses). The simulation includes the decay modes mentioned in FIGURE 2, which are labelled in both (a) and
(b) and can be seen to be in good agreement.
Photon Events
States that have a significant γ decay branch, such as unnatural parity states below the n decay threshold (8.045 MeV),
will also be present on a Catania plot, but due to the small amount of momentum taken by the photon the loci formed
by γ decay events will contaminate other loci from massive particle decay with a large variability depending on the γ-
ray energy of the associated decay. As one of the excitation regimes investigated in this analysis was centered around
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 4: Two-dimensional plots showing the number of events hitting each pixel of the detector, with events
smeared randomly across the area of the pixel (9 mm2). Experimental data are shown in (a) while simulated data are
shown in (b). The region in the center of the Gaussian profiles with the largest number of counts is largely formed
by the focused nature of the 18O distribution, which is confirmed using the simulation to identify features. The pixel
centers of the detectors of the detectors are shown by the grid of points for both experimental and simulated data.
7500 keV, several states might be expected to decay via photon emission. An example of this contamination can be
seen in FIGURE 3, along with simulation comparisons using two states (7.115 MeV and 7.969 MeV) which match
well to the observed features in the data.
As the γ events prevent gating on the loci formed due to massive particles, they must be removed in order to
establish branching ratios for the various decay modes. This can be achieved through plotting the in-plane and out-of-
plane Cartesian angles for detections in the DSSD array on a 2D histogram and observing the Gaussian distributions
due to each particle, as shown in FIGURE 4. The momentum of an 18O nucleus detected in the DSSD array is largely
defined by the momentum of the proton detected at the focal plane (as the photon takes very little), which results
in a very small Gaussian distribution for 18O relative to other similar particles which share momentum with massive
decay products, such as 17O with the n. Thus, by putting a gate around the possible 18O detection region, which was
confirmed through comparison with Monte Carlo simulation, γ events were removed from the Catania plot to facilitate
accurate measurement of the branching ratios for each decay mode. FIGURE 5 shows the comparison of the total
excitation spectrum to that formed when looking at Q3D events coincident with a hit in the DSSD array inside the 18O
gate.
The 18O gate also contained events from the other decay modes which needed to be accounted for in the branching
ratio determination. Considering a single excitation and a single decay mode, the fraction of events outside of the 18O
gate was calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations using the relationship
f =
Nsimtot − Nsimgate
Nsimtot
, (5)
where Nsimtot is the total number of simulated events and Nsimgate is the number of these events in 18O the gate.
Using this fraction, the total number of erroneous events in the 18O gate, Ngate, belonging to this decay mode was
determined from the number of events in the γ-removed Catania plot, Ncat, by
Ngate =
Ncat
f
− Ncat. (6)
Hence, Ngate was hence subtracted for each state in the 18O-gated excitation spectrum, leaving only true γ decay events
once this process was done for all decay modes. The γ decay branching ratio was then established for each state.
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FIGURE 5: A comparison of the total excitation spectrum produced centered at 7500 keV (a) with the excitation
spectrum produced when gating on DSSD array hits in the 18O gate (b). States that are likely to γ decay are shown in
red, due to low barrier penetrability in the case of the 7.115 MeV state and the unnatural parity of the 7.770 MeV and
7.969 MeV states, which are below the n threshold of 8.045 MeV. Enhancements of these states relative to the states
labelled in blue can be observed in (b).
CONCLUSION
The experimental method for measuring the branching ratios of excited states in 18O has been discussed, including
a technique that allows for the measurement of the γ decay branching ratio through the use of a DSSD array solely
detecting charged particles. States which are expected to γ decay due to their spin-parity and excitation energy relative
to decay thresholds have been investigated through use of Monte Carlo simulations and found to match observed
features in experimental data Catania plots, which can then be removed and hence accurate determination of both
massive particle decay and γ decay branching ratios achieved.
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